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 SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES

 OPEN ACCESS FOR INVESTIGATORS

 COST RECOVERY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Research service centers provide the research community with highly specialized equipment and services which are normally beyond the need and financial and technical capability of an individual lab or department. Recharge service centers  are shared resources ,  they exist to provide open access  for all investigators .Recharge service centers operate as cost recovery systems; rates are charged to users to recover actual costs in direct proportion to the services used.Because so much of the research here at UNC is funded through Federal grant programs, there are strict cost accounting standards and federal regulations applicable to the rates which recharge service centers are allowed to charge federally funded users.



Basic Do’s and Don’ts
for Recharge 
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 RATES

 INVOICING

 OPERATIONS

 CAPITALIZED EQUIPMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll cover some basic do’s and don’t s concerning rates, invoicing, operations and equipment.Your core rates  should recover no more than the cost of the goods or services provided.  The cost recovered should be necessary to perform the objectives of the facility, reasonable, and allowable under federal regulations and university policies.Recharge  service centers should invoice both internal and external users on a regular and timely basis.Operations: Cores should recover operating costs over the span of an operating cycle, usually a fiscal year.  Rates charged should be designed to break-even over the course of this cycle.Capitalized equipment is non-expendable and non-consumable equipment that has a useful life of more than one year and an acquisition cost of $5000 or more.  



Rates

 REVIEW AND UPDATE RATES AS NEEDED

 INCLUDE ALL DIRECT COSTS

 “ROLL FORWARD” ANY OPERATING SURPLUS OR       
DEFICIT

 CALCULATE ANY SUBSIDIZED USAGE AND EXTERNAL 
RATES BEGINNING FROM THE INTERNAL BREAKEVEN RATE

Do’s:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do’s for Rate DevelopmentReview rates  annually for any changes which have occurred over the course of the year, such as personnel changes, new technology  which  may result in a change of methods used for providing services, or price changes in supplies or service contracts.  Other events requiring  a revision would be when equipment or services are added or discontinued.You do not need to wait a year to update rates, this can be done at any time it is needed.Include all allowable direct costs; don’t depend on shrinking subsidies and funding from your department and Deans’ offices.  Occasional and infrequent expenses should  also be built into the core rates.Any operating surplus or deficit should be ‘rolled forward’ into the next period’s rate structure.  Since a recharge is a cost recovery system designed for break-even operation, any surplus or deficit  not caused by timing differences would be due to a miscalculation of either the amount of output or the costs assigned to each unit of output.   The surplus or deficit should be absorbed by adjusting future rates.An example of a timing  difference would be paying for supplies and then having to wait for revenue to come in from products sold using those supplies.Calculate all rates beginning from the internal break-even rate.  The breakeven rate is the total direct cost divided by the total units of output ,without subsidies or other support entered into the equation.  If you have a discounted rate for a  subsidized group of users,  where the subsidy covers the unbilled portion of the cost, the discount  should be subtracted from the breakeven rate.External rates should be based on  the internal breakeven rate  plus the current negotiated  organized research F&A rate.



Rates

 RATES SHOULD NOT DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN USERS

 DON’T INCLUDE INDIRECT COSTS

 DON’T INCLUDE UNALLOWABLE COSTS

Don’ts:
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Presentation Notes
Don’ts for Rate DevelopmentRates should not discriminate between federally or non federally supported activities.  Federal and state supported activities may not be charged a higher rate than those  activities supported by other funding sources.Don’t include indirect costs.Indirect costs are those costs that can’t be specifically identified with the core, such as administrative and clerical salaries.  If you can demonstrate a cost as necessary and attributable to the facility’s output, it may be allowable. Examples  of these would include  the core director’s salary for general oversight, organizational time for ordering supplies,  scheduling, maintaining logs and preparing invoicing data .Costs must be allowable under A-21.  Costs specifically disallowed under A-21 such as entertainment costs, bad debts, alcoholic beverages, contributions, or fines and penalties are not recoverable costs.



Invoicing

 COLLECT ACCOUNT NUMBER TO BE CHARGED AT TIME 
ORDER IS PLACED

 INVOICE REGULARLY

 INCLUDE DATA IDENTIFYING EACH CHARGE

 USE CORRECT OBJECT CODES FOR RECORDING 
REVENUE

Do’s:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Account numbers: To expedite the processing of payments, collect  a UNC FRS account number to be charged at time order is placed.Invoice regularly: One of the characteristics of a recharge center is the ability to quantify and charge for output.  Billable work should be invoiced on a regular basis, preferable monthly.Data on the invoices should include information such as the date of service, person placing the order, service or product purchased, price per unit and the invoice total.  Adequate records should be maintained by the core to support the number of units being billed.  Due date should be 30 days from the invoice date.For most recharge accounts, revenue from UNC internal accounts should be recorded using object code 0506, external sales should be recorded using 0599.   There are a few exceptions, please check with the appropriate business office if you are unsure.



Invoicing

 DON’T ADVANCE BILL

 DON’T WAIT INTIL THE END OF LONG TERM PROJECTS TO 
INVOICE

Don’ts:
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Presentation Notes
Recharge centers may not charge federal or government sponsored agreements or other funding sources in advance of actual service performed.  This is the basis of a false claim.There may be situations where pre- billing is acceptable.  This requires prior written agreement with the client pay sources and OSR Cost Analysis and Compliance Office.If a project extends beyond the normal monthly billing cycle, invoice at designated milestones, or at other identifiable breaks in the workflow.  As we know,  some accounts  have end dates or they get over spent.   It makes it easier on both ends to do partial billings.(We don’t have a lot of ‘Don’ts’ for invoicing, basically, it’s better to do it than not)



Operations

 TRACK ALL OUTPUT

 TRACK SUBSIDIZED USAGE  AND MEASURE AGAINST 
AMOUNT OF SUBSIDY

 FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

Do’s:
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Presentation Notes
Track all output: Maintain a log book or other system to record all equipment usage and core output.The proper allocation of expenses depends upon an accurate count of the total core output.Equipment and output logs provide key historical statistics as well as internal controls to ensure that every unit has been appropriately billed and all output has been counted. All usage must be tracked and costs covered.Subsidized usage:  If a core receives a subsidy such as a center grant or other funds which are used to ‘underwrite’ the usage of the core by a select user group, the amount of the discounts given must be tracked and measured against the amount of the subsidy to ensure that all costs are covered, either by the investigator or the subsidy.  Recharge service centers provide open access to multiple investigators on a first come first serve basis.Exceptions to this should be workflow based, not by investigator.  For example, if a core has a week long project scheduled to begin next Monday and an investigator walks in with a one day project, it is acceptable to take the one day project since it is not displacing a previously scheduled project. As an aside, volume discounts are allowable if there is justification that there is an ‘economy of scale’ or some efficiency gained with a volume order that would result in a reduced cost.  If you offer a volume discount , it must be available to all users, published in service center rates and approved by OSR..  



Operations

 DON’T USE OPERATING SURPLUS TO FUND UNRELATED 
ACTIVITIES

 DON’T ‘BANK’ SURPLUS FOR A ‘RAINY’ DAY

Don’ts:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operating  surplus can’t be used for unrelated activities or for purchases which would not normally be allowable with recharge funds, nor transferred out of the recharge account.  Neither is it allowable to use  any operating surplus for equipment purchases.   Remember, it isn’t really a surplus, it’s a miscalculation which must be rolled forward into future rates.It is not allowable to ‘bank’ for a ‘rainy’ day fund.  Recharges are expected to breakeven  over an operating  cycle.  There will be times when a recharge account shows a surplus or deficit due to timing differences between incurring an expense and the time it takes for revenue  to catch up, this is normal and acceptable.   When  looking at the fund balance of an account, watch for long term trends.   



Capitalized Equipment

 KEEP EQUIPMENT RECORDS CURRENT

 USE ALLOWABLE FUNDING FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASES

 INCLUDE ONLY THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EQUIPMENT 
AND RELATED EXPENSES WHICH ARE DIRECTLY USED BY 
THE RECHARGE SERVICE CENTER

Do’s:
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Presentation Notes
Any equipment which was not received through the University Purchasing  Dept should be reported to the University Asset Management Office and OSR CAC.  This would include gifts or equipment coming in from another institution , perhaps a new PI is bringing equipment  in from their previous institution.  Equipment should be disposed or sold through  University Surplus .Allowable sources for equipment acquisition include departmental or school non-federal or state dollars, gifts or donations, trust, and F&A accounts.  If a recharge service center has built annual depreciation into it’s rates and has documented that portion of the fund balance attributable to the depreciation expense, those funds can be used towards equipment purchases. Please contact OSR Cost Analysis and Compliance Office for information and assistance with calculations.  Only those costs that reflect the percentage of the equipment usage attributable to the research service center can be included in the rate development.  This applies to not just depreciation, but also any service contracts, other repairs and maintenance, and supplies required for the equipment to run.  



Capitalized Equipment

 DON’T INCLUDE FULL PURCHASE PRICE OF EQUIPMENT 
IN YOUR RATES

 DON’T INCLUDE DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT 
PURCHASED WITH FEDERAL FUNDS IN THE RATE 
CALCULATION

Don’ts:
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Presentation Notes
Equipment Replacement cost: Rates may include the annual depreciation expense only, not the full cost of the equipmentDepreciation of capitalized equipment must follow the University’s  approved depreciation schedule.  If  federal funds  were used to purchase the equipment, don’t charge them again by including the depreciation for that same piece of equipment in the rates.



* Research Service Centers *

 Annabelle Stein, Office of Translational Technologies,  NC TraCS
919-843-9554
abelle@med.unc.edu

 Dede Corvinus, Director, School of Medicine Office of Research
919-966-8089
dede_corvinus@med.unc.edu

 Kevin Maynor, Director, Cost Analysis and Compliance
Office of Sponsored Research

919-962-4453
kevin_maynor@unc.edu

Contact:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For more information and assistance with any recharge matters, please contact Annabelle Stein,  Dede Corvinus in the SOM Office of Research, or Kevin Maynor with OSR.Thanks!
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